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INTRODUCTION 

Cloud storage offers advantages to companies that encompass ease of use/
access, productivity and cost savings, however companies have concerns about if, 
how and where they store their sensitive data with some data continuing to 
remain on-premises whilst non critical information is pushed to cloud, making 
access and search of corporate data assets more complicated. 

The Enterprise File Fabric provides a single namespace that federates private/
public content for file storage and object storage. One of the features of this 
single-pane-of-glass access is content search through a single file system 
interface that is able to search the content of all unstructured data sets. 

The search capabilities of the File Fabric enable users to find, collaborate and 
share information quickly which becomes an enabler for a faster, quicker, more 
productive team and business.  

The search capabilities enables companies to make the most use of unstructured 
data assets a company has already created, or acquired, quickly, efficiently and 
economically. 
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The File Fabric integrates with over 60 on-premises and on-cloud data stores which 
include: 

Microsoft Azure, Microsoft office 365, Microsoft OneDrive, Microsoft One Drive Pro, Microsoft 
Sharepoint (inc. on-premises edition), Microsoft Azure Blob Storage, Microsoft Azure Blob Cold 
Storage, Microsoft Teams, Microsoft DFS, DropBox, Box, Google Drive, Google Storage, Google 
Storage Nearline, Google Docs, Pixit Storage, Scality Object Storage, Zenko, Cloudian Object Storage, 
Nasuni, Panzura, Egnyte, Pixit Storage, StorNext, Quantum ActiveScale, HPSS, Spectrum Logic, 
OpenStack Swift, TATA IZO Storage, SwiftStack, Amazon S3, Amazon Glacier, Amazon Glacier Deep 
Archive, BackBlaze, Wasabi, Alfresco, Caringo, Ceph, CleverSafe, IBM COS, CloudME, CMIS, WebDav, 
Dell EMC Atmos, Dell EMC ECS, Isilon, Iron Mountain, Evernote, Files Anywhere, FTP, IMAP Email,  
Huddle, IBM Bluemix, IBM Files Cloud, Jive, Leonovus, Memset Object Storage, Minio, MooseFS, 
NetApp Object Storage, NetApp Global File Cache, OpenIO, Oracle Object Storage, RackSpace, 
SalesForce, SoftLayer, StorJ, SugarSync, OVH Cloud, ThinkOn, TrendMicro, Zimbra,Digital Ocean, 
Linode Object Storage, Dream Host Storage, Riak S2, Windows File Server, SMB Shares, SAN, NAS 

Unstructured data content from any of these storage points can be indexed and 
searched when added to the File Fabric. 

Fig 1 - File Fabric logical architecture
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METADATA COMPLIANCE CONTROL 

Where files are stored should be company approved but the reality, as we know, 
is that more often than not employees save files where is convenient to them. 
This leads to cloud sprawl and Shadow IT issues that include security, corporate 
governance and regulatory compliance issues. 

In addition to metadata search the File Fabric is able to use the indexed data sets 
as a means of validating data against compliance regimes such as GDPR, CCPA, 
HIPAA, FINRA etc. 

Once content has been indexed and discovered it can be validated and any 
enforcement rules can be applied to it, as defined in the File Fabric’s Content 
Discovery Module. Content that has personal information (such as credit card, 
passport numbers etc) is flagged, on discovery or on real-time upload, and can be 
moved into a workflow for review prior to it being made accessible. 
 
Additionally the File Fabric can be configured to audit all file events, which can be 
used to satisfy inbound Subject Access Requests (SAR’s) in which the details can 
identify the ‘who’, ‘when’ and ‘why’ of files being accessed. 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Fig 2 - File Fabric Content Discovery Module
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MULTI-CLOUD CONTENT SEARCH FROM ANY DEVICE 

How do employees find files? The latest versions of files? Files appertaining to a 
particular project? Is it in someone’s mailbox or on a Cloud CRM such as 
Salesforce, or on the corporate fileserver?  

The File Fabric ties together the corporate file and object estate and enables easy 
end user search and discovery. This turns files shared into separate storage 
systems into a single searchable repository that becomes a tangible business 
asset that has substantial business value and delivers a quantifiable return on 
investment.  
 
Without solutions such as the File Fabric that tie together the corporate file estate 
and enable easy search and discovery, it does not take long before employee 
efficiency suffers as files cannot be found or worse, old or out of date versions 
are used. 
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Fig 3 - File Fabric WYSIWYG Search screen 
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ORGANIZING CONTENT WITH DATA CLASSIFICATIONS 

To make the search and browse capabilities of content truly functional it is also 
required to use data classifications (also often referred to as data taxonomies). 

Data classifications are a way of classifying content and can be used to display 
specific content based on specific terms.  

In large domain sets having classification enables searching to be more precise 
and quicker. These classifications and tags span storage subsystems and enable 
users to quickly search against all files across all storage sub-systems. 

Classification are different from the metadata, that is indexed and searchable, in 
that a taxonomy aids the organization of content and assets into hierarchical 
relationships. 

With the File Fabric end users can create their own classification types for which 
they then can associate keywords. For example Trial, Witness, Judge, Doctor etc.  

Classifications can be used with content indexing to allow some quite powerful 
searching ie. Search for ‘Judge->Rinder’ for files that contain ‘AcmeInc Trial’ for the 
last six months. 
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Fig 4 - File Fabric Classification creation 
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INTEGRATED IDENTITY MANAGEMENT PERMISSIONS 

The File Fabric ensures that indexed content is only available to users who have 
permission to access it. 

This is made possible as the File Fabric ships with integration for either Active 
Directory, LDAP, or SAML identity management systems. The search solution is 
configured to honour such permissions and users are only able to access search 
results that they have permissions to view. 
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Fig 5 - File Fabric ACL permissions
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SUMMARY 

The Enterprise File Fabric for Enterprise contains powerful and comprehensive data 
searching and data classification capabilities. 

The solution supports over 60 on-premises and public cloud data stores and can 
return a unified result set of data across the data connectors in use for sophisticated 
search queries that encompass both data classifications and content. 

The solution integrates with identity management permissions to ensure that results 
set are restricted, based on content viewing permissions that users have. 

Web, Desktop and mobile Apps are supported and the solution also is REST API 
ready for direct integration into enterprise apps or workflows. 

The search capabilities of the File Fabric solution help eliminate the cost of not 
finding information which can lead to bad decisions, duplicated information  or even 
missed opportunities. 

To request a trial or demo please contact sales@storagemadeeasy.com.  
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ABOUT STORAGE MADE EASY® 

Storage Made Easy provides a software solution, the Enterprise File Fabric™, 
which integrates and unifies a company's File and Object Storage accessible 
through a global file system. 

The File Fabric unlocks the benefits and cost-efficiency of a companies file and 
object data assets whilst providing strict controls and governance for legislative 
compliance and security concerns such as ransomware attacks. Existing file-
based storage infrastructures can be transformed into an on-premises private 
cloud, delivering a storage-as-a-service model to the company. Object storage 
can be connected and available alongside file base storage, expertly managed 
by the File Fabric as a unified hybrid cloud storage platform. 

The File Fabric is able to provide a unified view of a companies assets that can 
be dispersed across file and object spread across cloud storage and on-
premises storage. M-Stream, a feature of the File Fabric, can accelerate large 
file/object data to/from destinations. FIPS certified encryption ensures assets 
are protected in-flight and at-rest. Smart indexing and data classifications, with 
Cloud AI integrations, ensures assets can be easily catalogued and found. 

USA +1 415 477 1053  
UK +44 20 8212 7316    
EU +41 435 080 078 

sales@storagemadeeasy.com 
Free hosted and enterprise free trial available from 

www.storagemadeeasy.com 
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